A topological group is said to be locally pseudocompact if the identity has a pseudocompact neighborhood (equivalently: if the identity has a local basis of pseudocompact neighborhoods). Such groups are locally bounded in the sense of A. Weil, so each such group G is densely embedded in an essentially unique locally compact group ?? (called its Weil completion). The authors present necessary and sufficient conditions of local and global nature for a locally bounded group to be locally pseudocompact, as follows. 
Definitions, notation, and preliminaries
The symbol K denotes a generic cardinal, and o is the least infinite cardinal. The cardinality of a set X is denoted I X I.
By a "space" we mean a completely regular, Hausdorff space. For every space X we write as usual XL yX L uX L /3X, with yX, vX, and PX denoting respectively the DieudonnC topological completion, the Hewitt realcompactification, and the Stone-Tech compactification of X. These are respectively the unique spaces containing X densely in which X is M-embedded, C-embedded, and C *-embedded. (Here "X is M-embedded in Y" means that every continuous function from X to a metrizable space extends continuously over Y.)
It is a consequence of the uniqueness aspect of the Stone-Tech theorem that if X is dense and C *-embedded in Y, then /3X = /3Y. Similar comments apply to uX and yX.
For historical background, references, constructions and useful properties concerning the spaces yX, uX and pX, see [9, 16, 19] .
The symbol C(X) [respectively, C * (X1] denotes the set of real-valued functions on X which are continuous [respectively, continuous and bounded]. We write x(X) = {f-i({O)): f~ C(X)}. The elements of Z(X) are the zero-sets of X; a set of the form X\Z with Z EZ(X) is a cozero-set of X. The smallest a-algebra (of subsets of X) containing Z(X) is denoted S'(X); the elements of 9(X) are the Buire subsets of X.
The z-embedded property defined in Definition l.l(a> is crucial to our investigations. To our best knowledge the concept was first introduced into the literature implicitly by Isbell [28] and explicitly by Henriksen and Johnson [23] ; see also Hager [22] for additional citations and applications. For X a space and x EX, we denote by Nx(x) (or by N(x) if ambiguity is impossible) the set of neighborhoods of x in X. Our convention is that the elements of _4Qx) need not be open in X: If X &4 2 U E N&x) then A E "q*(x).
A closed subset F of X is said to be regular-closed (in X) if F = cl,int, F. In what follows, we often use this (easily verified) assertion: If U is open in a space X, then cl,& is regular-closed in X.
Portions of the proof of one of our principal theorems will hinge on the following useful characterization of Oz spaces. (a> XE Oz; (b) every dense subset of X is z-embedded in X; and
Cc> every regular-closed A LX satisfies A EST(X).
Following Hewitt [25] , we say that a space X is pseudocompact if C(X) = C *(Xl. The following properties are easily verified. (bl (Hewitt [25] ) If X is dense in a space Y, then X is G&-dense in Y.
A space X is said to be o-bounded if cl,A is compact whenever A is a countable subset of X. If 9 is any of the properties {compact, w-bounded, countably compact, pseudocompact], we say that X is locally 9 at x EX if some U E N(x) satisfies U ~9. It is easily checked that if 9 is any of the properties {compact, w-bounded, countably compact, pseudocompact) and if a space X is locally 9 at x EX, then there is a local base at x of sets with 9.
By way of example we note that if D is an infinite discrete space and Y is a pseudocompact space which is not locally compact, then the space X := D x Y is a locally pseudocompact space which is neither locally compact nor pseudocompact. (Of course, X is a topological group, if D and Y are topological groups.) Next we outline a construction of a more interesting family of locally pseudocompact (indeed, locally o-bounded) spaces. (b) Clearly if in Example 1.4 each Xi is a topological group with neutral element pi, then the space Y is a locally o-bounded (hence, locally countably compact, hence locally pseudocompact) topological group. Thus Example 1.4 indicates the existence of a plethora of noncompact, locally pseudocompact groups. Now we discuss our conventions, and the results we use from the literature, concerning topological groups.
Every hypothesized topological group satisfies the Hausdorff separation axiom, hence (cf. [26, 8.41 ) is a (Tychonoff) space.
Given a topological group G, we denote by A(G) the set of closed, G, subgroups of G, and by A*(G) the set of closed, G, subgroups of G which are (algebraically) normal in G.
Except when we consider the real additive group R or one of its subgroups, we use multiplicative notation. We denote the neutral element of a group G by l,, or by 1 when confusion is impossible.
A subset A of a topological group G is bounded (in G) if for every U EJY(~) there is finite F c G such that A c FlJ. A topological group G for which some I/E M(1) is bounded is called locally bounded; if G itself is bounded, then G is said to be totally bounded.
The reader will establish the following statement without difficulty. The three principal results about topological groups which we need in the sequel are stated in Theorems 1.7-1.9. Given a locally bounded group G, we use the symbol ?? as in Theorem 1.7 and we refer to c as the (Weil) completion of G. Theorem 1.8 is called the Kakutani-Kodaira theorem. A careful proof for the case that G is compactly generated is given in [26, 8.71 . For the (routine) generalization to the general u-compact case, as in Theorem 1.8, see [29] or [7,3.7] or [12, 2.71 , or see the second edition of [26] . For our purposes, the import of Theorem 1.11 is that if G is a locally pseudocompact group then G is locally bounded (and so c is defined). (c) * (a>: Clearly U is bounded in 5, hence in G by Theorem 1.6. 0
Local pseudocompactness, characterized locally
There appears in [lo] a list of several conditions which are equivalent to the condition that a topological group G is pseudocompact. In this section, we "localize" that result from [lo] . Some of our arguments closely parallel (and in some cases, duplicate) those of DOI.
To make this paper more nearly self-contained, we extract from Blair and Hager [2] the argument necessary to prove Theorem 1.1(a) of Blair [l] . [30] gave an example of a pseudocompact group which is not countably compact (hence, not normal); Comfort and van Mill [14, 4.41 showed that every space embeds as a closed subspace of a pseudocompact group; and Trigos-Arrieta [44, 45] showed that, although the topology induced on an Abelian group G by Hom(G, U> is always totally bounded, that topology is normal if and only if 1 G I < w.) The following lemma shows, in contrast, that in a totally bounded (indeed, locally bounded) group G, every closed set which in addition is regular-closed must be C-embedded in G. Proof. According to a well-known theorem of Bourbaki and DieudonnC [3] (cf. [9, 1.153) it suffices to show that for every f E C *(G) and p E ??\G there is f,=C*(GuIpH such that f G f,. Given such p and f, and supposing without loss of generality that U E Jv;;(l>, choose an open subset G of G such that 8 n G = U and then choose x l pti'-' n G; then p E xc GXK. Since translation is a homeomorphism, from K = j3F we infer XK = p(xF), so there is g E C *(xK) such that
Here is the theorem we will prove in this section. N E A(H), from A(H) c A(G) we have that G/N is compact. From the fact that H is closed in G and H is N-saturated in the sense that H = HN it follows that H/N is closed in G/N (see [26,5.38(b) ] for a detailed proof), so H/N also is compact.) Now in Theorem 2.11 we will give the local analogue of this result; two preliminary lemmas will be helpful. Proof. Given H = (I n <,Un with U, ESJ,(~), choose Uj, EJV_#) such that U,, n G = U,. Since 1 E l-j .<, 4, it is enough to show that n .<,U, cclcH. For this let PEfI n < ,o,, and let v be a regular-closed, compact neighborhood in G of p. We show gnH#@.
The set F := d,(fn G) is pseudocompact by Corollary 1.13. Now A := <n ,,<,t?,J n f is a G, subset of G containing p, and p E cl,-F. It follows from 
Let H be a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G. Zf H contains a nonempty G, subset of G, then H is a G, subset of G (that is, HE A(G)).
Proof. Since translation is a homeomorphism, there is a sequence {U,: n < w} of open subsets of G such that 1 E n n <,U, G H. We arrange that cl&+, c U,, for each n C w, with each cl&, compact. (a) The condition in Lemma 2.8 that G is locally pseudocompact cannot be weakened to the condition that G is locally bounded. For an example to this effect let G = Z# be the additive group of integers in the topology induced by Horn@, T). (This is the topology inherited from the Bohr compactification of the discrete group Z.) Then H := {O) satisfies H E A(G), but (0) = p = clFfi is not a G, subset of z#. Indeed it is known that in compact (Abelian) groups of the form G# with G discrete every convergent sequence drawn from G is eventually constant; see l.13, $11 for a proof and several relevant references.
(b) The hypothesis in Lemma 2.9 that H be closed in G cannot be omitted, even when G is compact. For an example one may take G = T and H the torsion subgroup of G.
Theorem 2.11. Let G be a locally pseudocompact group and let H E A(G). Then H is a locally pseudocompact group.
Proof. The uniqueness aspect of Theorem 1.7 guarantees fl= cl,-H. By Lemma 2.8 this group contains a nonempty G, subset of c, so from Lemma 2.9 (with H and c replacing H and G, respectively) we have E E A(G). Now let F be a bounded, regular-closed subset of H and set K = cl,-F. Since K is compact, it is enough (by (b) * (a> of Theorem 2.6) to show that every nonempty Gs subset A of K meets F. Since fi is locally compact and K is regular-closed in H, it follows from Corollary 1.10 and Theorem 1. can be approached by routes other than those we have chosen. We now record some of these alternatives. Items (41, (5) and (6) describe the approaches taken in WI.
(1) (a) = (c): Let us say that a subspace Y of a space X is functionally bounded in X if every f E C(X) satisfies f I YE C * (Y ). If f E C(F), then by Lemma 2.3(c) there is f~ C(G) with f~f: Surely F as in (a) is functionally bounded in G. It is shown by TkaEenko [40] and HuSek [27] that the restriction of any continuous real-valued function on a topological group X to a functionally bounded subset Y is uniformly continuous on Y when Y is equipped with the restriction of any of the usual compatible group uniformities. Applying this result to f = f I F, and using the fact that the completion of F with respect to any of those uniformities is K, we see that f can be extended to K, as required. (That K is compact is given by Corollary 1.12.) (2) (a) * (d): It is a theorem of TkaEenko 1401, generalizing [lo, 1.41 , that if Fi is functionally bounded in a topological group Gi then lJiE rFi is functionally bounded in lliEIGi. (HuSek [27] offers an alternative approach to TkaEenko's theorem.) Since F as in (a) is functionally bounded in G, the set F X F is functionally bounded in G x G, hence is C-embedded in G x G by Lemma 2.3(c); condition (d) is then immediate.
(3) (b) * (c): Our proof of this implication leaned heavily on the work of Ross and Stromberg [34] and Blair [l] . Results much like theirs have been proved independently by SEepin [35, 36] and TkaEenko [38] , respectively. Specifically: SEepin [36] has shown that every (locally) compact group is regularly K-metrizable, hence [35l has the property that each of its regular-closed subsets is a zero-set. (In the terminology of SEepin f35,36], such a space is perfectly K-nomull.) Since perfect K-normality is inherited by regular-closed subspaces, our implication (b) = (c) may be achieved by juxtaposing SEepin's work with this result of TkaEenko [38] : Every G&-dense subspace of a perfectly K-nOrId space is C-embedded. Other workers have obtained results in the same direction. For example, Hernandez and Sanchis 1243 have shown that every G,-dense subset of a compact group is pseudocompact, and Noble [32] showed that every G&-dense subspace of a product of separable metric spaces is C-embedded.
(4) (b) * (a): As is shown in [42, 8.21 (cf. also our work [12] with Soundararajan), a proof of this implication can be patterened after an argument given by de Vries [15] (which treats the case G = U, K = c). By a direct and nifty argument, de Vries [15] shows that there can exist no infinite, locally finite family, thus avoiding the circuitous argument given originally in [lo] .
(5) (d) * (c): De Vries [15] has shown by an elementary but delicate argument that if a group of the form G x G is pseudocompact then every fe C(G) is right (equivalently, left) uniformly continuous on G (and extends continuously, therefore, over the Weil completion c). It is shown in [42] that this same argument, suitably modified, applies locally. This furnishes a direct proof of the implication (d) * (c).
(6) (h) * (a): Here we outline an alternative approach to this implication. It is a powerful theorem of Kuz'minov [31] , proved first in the Abelian case by Vile&in 1471, that every compact group G is dyadic (in the sense there is a continuous function from a space of the form (0, l}" onto G). Let us note first that Kuz'minov's theorem may be used to establish a result which is superficially stronger (a similar observation has been made by Cleary and Morris [5] ): In a locally compact group G, every compact, regular-closed subset K is dyadic. To see this, recall that G is homeomorphic to a space of the form R" x F x D with 0 Q n < w, F a compact group, and D a discrete space. (See [4] for a proof, and 18, 03.41 for commentary based in part on [42, Notes to $71.) Since K is compact there is a compact product space X of the form X= S" x F x E cz R" x F x D with (compact) S c R and (finite) E CD such that K cX. Every compact metric space is dyadic (cf. [16, 4.5.9]), and F is dyadic by Kuz'minov's theorem, so X is dyadic; we choose a continuous surjection f : IO, 1)" +X. Since K is regular-closed in G it is regularclosed in X, so f-'(K) is regular-closed in (0, 1)". As is well known (see for example 17, 1.391) the set f-'(K) depends on countably many coordinates in the sense that there is a countable set C SK and a (compact) subset A of 10, 11' such that f-'(K) =A x (0, llK\'. Since A is dyadic the same is true of f-'(K), so K is indeed dyadic and our proof of the extended Kuz'minov theorem is complete. Now for the implication (h) * (a) it suffices to cite this theorem of Engelking and PelczyMi [17] : If a (Tychonoff) space F has the property that PF is dyadic, then F is pseudocompact. Remark 2.13. A special case of Theorem 1.8 asserts that for every locally compact, a-compact group G and for every G, subset A of G containing 1 there is NE A*(G) such that N ~4. We did not find an example proving that the hypothesis "u-compact" cannot be omitted, though we suspect that such examples are available. If that a-compact hypothesis is unnecessary then, as asserted in [42, 8.21 , the list of equivalences in Theorem 2.6 above may be augmented by the following additional condition:
(e')KiscompactandifNEA*(G)withxE~andxNnK#~,thenxNnF #d.
We saw in Theorem 2.6 that a necessary and sufficient condition for a locally bounded group G to be locally pseudocompact is that each of its closed, bounded neighbourhoods be C-embedded in its closure in ??. This condition is local in nature. It is natural to ask: Is it possible to say when a locally bounded group G is locally pseudocompact without describing explicitly the relation between bounded open subsets U of G and their closures cl&J? We noted in Theorem 2.6, using Lemma 2.5, that every locally pseudocompact group G is C *-embedded in its completion ??. This motivates us to attack the problem cited above by exploring the possibility of extending a (possibly unbounded) real-valued continuous function on G-or even, a continuous function from G to a metric space-over c. This is the goal of this section, realized in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3: A locally bounded group G is locally pseudocompact if and only if it is C *-embedded [alternatively, C-embedded; alternatively, M-embedded] in c.
It is well known and easily proved that a pseudocompact metric space is compact. Using this, we see that a part of Theorem 4.1 of [lo] can be reworded as follows: In particular, then, a totally bounded group is M-embedded in its completion if and only if it is pseudocompact. The main result of this section is the correct generalization of this characterization to the class of locally bounded groups. In connection with Theorem 3.2 it should be recalled that the question whether every topologically complete space is realcompact turns on the question of the existence of Ulam-measurable cardinals. Clearly every realcompact space is topologically complete, and if there is no Ulam-measurable cardinal then the reverse implication holds. But if K is an Ulam-measurable cardinal then any discrete group of cardinality K is an example of a locally compact (hence, locally bounded and complete) group G such that G = yG and G # uG. (See [191 or [9] for discussion, and see Remarks 4.4(a) below for additional comment.) Thus condition (b) of Theorem 3.2 may be rewritten yG = G (see Theorem 3.3 below), but measurable cardinals thwart the replacement of (c) by vG = G. Now in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we state in two forms the principal result of this section, the "global" characterization of those locally bounded groups which are locally pseudocompact. Since Theorem 3.3 is formally stronger than Theorem 3.2, we prove only Theorem 3.3. It has been proved by Hernandez and Sanchis 1241 that every G,-dense subspace A of a compact group G satisfies PA = G. Now let us note that the methods of the present paper, which differ from those of [24] , suffice to prove the following stronger results. If G is a locally compact group and A is a G,-dense subset of G, then PA=j?G.
Remarks 4.4. (a)
It is a question raised by Pestov and Tkachenko [33] , and independently by Hernandez and perhaps by others, whether the Dieudonne completion yG of a topological group G must itself be a topological group. The corresponding question concerning vG must be phrased to accommodate to the (possible) existence of Ulam-measurable cardinals, for it is evident that if there exists an Ulam-measurable cardinal K then any discrete group G with 1 G I= K yields a negative answer to that question. (Indeed G would be closed in uG [26, 5. 101, so G = UC in contradiction with [9, 6.31 . Alternatively: The points of vG\G are not isolated in uG while the points of G are isolated in uG when G is discrete, so uG is not homogeneous.) In particular, the hypotheses of [39, 4. [46] has shown that if the group G satisfies the countable chain condition, or has countable tightness, then indeed the group operations of G extend continuously over rG (so that yG is a topological group with G as a dense topological subgroup). The reader may consult [43] for a proof of this and for a brief survey of related results. , 1994) . It has come to our attention that the questions of Blair [l] cited in Remark 4.7 were answered some 15 years ago. The interested reader may consult Terada [37] , where it is shown inter alia that none of the spaces pR, PO, p(R\ Q) are 02 spaces.
